Host Adm_Ferrone says:
=/\=/\=/\= Resume Kootenai Station Mission =/\=/\=/\=

CEO_Corjet says:
::Is in Main Engineering, completing a Critical Systems Diagnostics sweep.  Smiles as the read outs indicate everything is fine, says with pride:: Self: Looking good!

Host Valar says:
::Sitting in the Ready Room updating her logs::

Bartender says:
::Wipes down the bar::

CSO-Temal says:
::Sitting at the main science console in Ops::

SO_Brehgorn says:
::Familiarizing himself with his new Science Console::

CTO_Marek says:
::In Ops, at main tactical station::

Host Adm_Ferrone says:
::Presses the door chime to the Ready Room::

EO_Piester says:
::IN Main Engineering doing a scan of the main reactor::

Host Valar says:
::Hears the chime:: Enter.

OPS_Kerst says:
::At station in Ops::

MO_Brehgorn says:
::Enters Sickbay and looks around::

Host Valar says:
*XO* Hicks, assemble the troops in the Briefing Room, please.

CMO_Tae says:
::Looks over at Tiara::  MO: Tiara!  How are you?

CEO_Corjet says:
::Walks over to his office.  Checks on a few ships that are docked, smiles and heads back to the Master Situation Display, turns to Piester:: EO: How does the main reactor look?

Host Adm_Ferrone says:
::Enters the Ready Room::

Host Valar says:
::Looks up, sees the Admiral and snaps to attention::  Admiral: Sir!

Host Adm_Ferrone says:
CO: At ease, at ease.

XO_Hicks says:
*CO* Aye, Sir.  Station wide: All personnel report to the Briefing Room immediately.

FCO_Sundar says:
::In his quarters doing pull ups::

CSO-Temal says:
::Swivels around and looks at the SO::  SO: What do you think of the station so far?  She's pretty big.

EO_Piester says:
CEO: Sir, it's purring like a kitten.

CTO_Marek says:
::Hears the XO’s message::

Host Valar says:
::Relaxes and sits down::  Admiral: Please, have a seat.  ::Motions to a chair::

MO_Brehgorn says:
::Smiles:: CMO: Kara I'm great and reporting for duty.

CMO_Tae says:
::Hears the comm:: MO: Let's go.

CEO_Corjet says:
EO: Great.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Looks to EO Chad:: EO Chad: You have Main Engineering.  We have to get upstairs.

Host Adm_Ferrone says:
::Sits:: Let me cut to the chase, Commander.

Host Valar says:
Admiral: By all means, Sir.

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Chad> CEO: Aye, Sir.  Will do.  ::Takes his station::

OPS_Kerst says:
::Passes station to assistant, heads for Briefing Room::

CSO-Temal says:
::Hears the XO's announcement::  SO: Well, I guess we better go.  ::Gives console to another SO and heads for the Briefing Room::

SO_Brehgorn says:
::Quietly trails the Ops crowd to the Briefing Room::

CMO_Tae says:
MO: Good.  Now let's go to the Briefing Room.  ::Walks out of Sickbay::

CEO_Corjet says:
EO: Piester how was your night? ::Heads to the turbolift::

XO_Hicks says:
::Leaves Ops and enters the Briefing Room::

CTO_Marek says:
::Heads for the Briefing Room after finishing a routine scan::

FCO_Sundar says:
::Hears the message, gets ready quickly::

Host Valar says:
::Listens to the Admiral::

MO_Brehgorn says:
::Follows her new CMO::

EO_Piester says:
::Hears the XO’s comm, leaves Main Engineering for the turbolift::

SO_Brehgorn says:
::Straightens uniform on the way::

Host Adm_Ferrone says:
CO: The analysis of the wreckage of the ship, which wasn't much, in addition to the data that the Cutlass collected has led us to believe that the colony ship you shot down was the only one of several thought to be from a dead star system.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Exits turbolift, and enters the Briefing Room, waves Piester to his chair:: EO: Please. ::Sits::

CSO-Temal says:
::allows a couple other officers in ahead of him, then goes in behind them, looks around for a seat::

CTO_Marek says:
::entering the Briefing Room::

FCO_Sundar says:
::Runs to the Briefing Room because he thinks he’s late fixing his uniform on the way::

CMO_Tae says:
::Walks into the Briefing Room::

EO_Piester says:
CEO: Not bad, Sir.  I was playing some 20th century sport games in the Holodeck.  ::Takes seat:: Thanks.

Host Valar says:
Admiral: I was afraid of that.

SO_Brehgorn says:
::Enters the Briefing Room::

MO_Brehgorn says:
::Follows her CMO::

FCO_Sundar says:
::Stops before he enters ties his shoes::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Smiles:: EO: Sounds good.  ::Looks around::

XO_Hicks says:
::Sees OPS Kerst and nods in greeting::

Host Adm_Ferrone says:
Cmdr:  I've passed my recommendations off to Admiral Crenshaw and have secured a deal with the Klingon Ambassador.

OPS_Kerst says:
::Nods back at XO::

CSO-Temal says:
XO: I doubt the Admiral was happy with our having to destroy the alien ship.  It was a tragedy.  ::Finds a seat and slowly sits down::

FCO_Sundar says:
::Walks in calmly::

Host Valar says:
Admiral: ::Raises an eyebrow::  A deal?  What sort of deal?

CMO_Tae says:
MO: Did you have a nice trip?  ::Sits down::

XO_Hicks says:
CSO: Yes, it was.  I hated to recommend it, but off limits is off limits.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Whispers:: EO: So do you have any other interesting adventures? ::Grins::

Host Adm_Ferrone says:
Cmdr:  We want to learn as much as possible about this species.  You'll have about a week before you are going to mount an expedition into Klingon space to track down another of these colony ships.

MO_Brehgorn says:
CMO: Quite nice, actually.  ::Smiles:: My husband kept me company.

SO_Brehgorn says:
::Shoots a smiling glance at his wife::

EO_Piester says:
::Looks to CEO:: What would that be, Sir? ::Winks::

OPS_Kerst says:
::Murder, glossed over by orders::

Host Valar says:
Admiral: I see.  I take it we have the Klingon Empire's permission to enter their space. 

CMO_Tae says:
::Grins::  MO: Nice trips are always good.

MO_Brehgorn says:
::Smiles back at her husband quickly::

FCO_Sundar says:
::Oh, man, I haven't eaten anything::

Host Adm_Ferrone says:
CO: ::Nods his affirmation and then stands::  Just try not to blow them up.

FCO_Sundar says:
::Fixes his hair::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Starts to chuckle hard, then stifles it::

Host Valar says:
::Stands:: Admiral, I will do my best not to do that again.

Host Adm_Ferrone says:
::Smiles::

EO_Piester says:
::Chuckles along with the CEO::

Host Adm_Ferrone says:
CO: You had no choice Commander.  Rest assured that I would have done the same.  

Host Valar says:
Admiral: If there is nothing else, would you care to join my senior staff and I in the Briefing Room?

MO_Brehgorn says:
CMO: Yes, quite.

CSO-Temal says:
::Relaxes in the chair and awaits the rest of the senior staff::

Host Adm_Ferrone says:
CO: Thank you, but I have other matters to attend to.  ::Nods and departs::

Host Valar says:
Admiral: Very well.  I have a meeting to attend.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Sighs:: EO: I think we should quiet down.

Host Valar says:
*XO* Hicks, has everyone arrived in the Briefing Room?

EO_Piester says:
::Nods to CEO:: I will follow your lead, Sir::

FCO_Sundar says:
::Needs a drink::

XO_Hicks says:
*CO* Yes, Sir, all present.

Host Valar says:
::Walks out of the Ready Room behind the Admiral::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Smiles, turns to the others::

Host Valar says:
*XO* Very well.  I am on my way.

XO_Hicks says:
*CO* Acknowledged, Sir.

Host Valar says:
::Walks across Ops and enters the Briefing Room::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Looks at the two new crewmembers of the station, smiles, then stands at attention when Valar walks in::

CSO-Temal says:
::Turns and looks at the door as the Captain enters::

Host Valar says:
::Looks at the senior officers seated around the table::

CTO_Marek says:
::Stares at Valar::

XO_Hicks says:
ALL: CO on deck.

EO_Piester says:
::Looks at CO::

OPS_Kerst says:
::Does not look at CO::

CSO-Temal says:
::Stands at attention::

SO_Brehgorn says:
::Stands up and snaps to attention::

CTO_Marek says:
::Stands at attention::

EO_Piester says:
::Stands at attention::

OPS_Kerst says:
::Rises to attention::

FCO_Sundar says:
::Stands up slowly and comes to attention::

CMO_Tae says:
::Stands at attention::

Host Valar says:
ALL: At ease, please sit.

OPS_Kerst says:
::Sits::

SO_Brehgorn says:
::Sits::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Smiles and sits::

CMO_Tae says:
::Sits down::

EO_Piester says:
::Sits::

CSO-Temal says:
::Takes his seat, listens to the Captain::

FCO_Sundar says:
::Sits down::

CTO_Marek says:
::Sits down::

XO_Hicks says:
::Takes his seat::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Smiles with eyes glittering as he thinks about his wife and child, then sighs::

CNS_Toni says:
::Takes seat::

MO_Brehgorn says:
::Sits::

Host Valar says:
All: First of all I would like you all to welcome our new Medical Officer, Ensign Tiara Brehgorn and our new Science Officer, Ensign Hrothgar Brehgorn.  Welcome aboard, Ensigns.

SO_Brehgorn says:
::Stands:: CO: Thank you, Sir.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Smiles and nods to each of them::

MO_Brehgorn says:
::Stands:: CO: Thank you, Sir.

Host Valar says:
Ensigns: I hope you will enjoy your stay with us.

CTO_Marek says:
::Nods to the new officers::

SO_Brehgorn says:
CO: Thank you, Sir.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Says a prayer to The Prophets for the new crewmembers::

CNS_Toni says:
::Looks at new crew, smiles, nods::

FCO_Sundar says:
::New people to pick on:: <G>

SO_Brehgorn says:
::Shoots a nervous glance at the CEO::

OPS_Kerst says:
::Wonders how long they will stay, everyone else seems to be leaving::

MO_Brehgorn says:
::Looks to her husband and smiles::

SO_Brehgorn says:
::Returns a quick, subtle smile::

Host Valar says:
All: ::Picks up a PADD::  To the next order of business; Admiral Ferrone has just informed me the vessel I destroyed was one of several from a dead star system located within Klingon space.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Sighs heavily thinking about his Ahkayah::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Frowns as he listens to Commander Valar Mitchell::

CTO_Marek says:
::That sounds very interesting::

FCO_Sundar says:
::More ships::

EO_Piester says:
::Makes mental note to wear laser-proof boots for next Away Team::

Host Valar says:
All: We are to proceed with the Empire's permission into their space and try to locate another one of the vessels from the dead star system.

SO_Brehgorn says:
::Oh boy::

XO_Hicks says:
::Looks to the CO::

Host Valar says:
All: You will have one week to prepare for the journey.

CSO-Temal says:
::Is reminded of the last encounter with the alien ship by the pain in his arm::

FCO_Sundar says:
::Thinks: We will need some flying music ::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Looks to Commander Mitchell with some concern. Thinks: At least the Cutlass and the station are in top operational status now::

OPS_Kerst says:
::Vows, these will not die::

Host Valar says:
All: ::Looks at the PADD::  Next, I would like to see LtCmdr. Hicks and LtJG. Kerst in the Ready Room immediately following this debriefing.

OPS_Kerst says:
::Wonders what she wants::

XO_Hicks says:
CO: Sir, shall I prepare the same Away Team?

EO_Piester says:
::Has a worried look on his face::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Looks at Hicks and then Kerst, then back to the Commander::

Host Valar says:
XO: We can discuss the details later.  I have not had a chance to prepare a plan.

CNS_Toni says:
::Thinking, well, there goes the session with Kerst::

Host Valar says:
::Sets the PADD on the table::  And now, for the last order of business.

OPS_Kerst says:
::Wonders what this is about and if he'll make his session with the CNS::

FCO_Sundar says:
::Yes::

XO_Hicks says:
CO: Aye, Sir.

CTO_Marek says:
::At least this time we will know what we are dealing with::

Host Valar says:
Crew: Attention on deck!

CEO_Corjet says:
::Sighs with some relief.  Stands at attention::

EO_Piester says:
::Stands at attention::

CSO-Temal says:
::Snaps back to attention::

OPS_Kerst says:
::Stands to attention::

CNS_Toni says:
::Looks at the CO cautiously::

CTO_Marek says:
::At attention::

SO_Brehgorn says:
::Snaps to attention::

CMO_Tae says:
::Stands at attention::

XO_Hicks says:
::Stands at attention::

FCO_Sundar says:
::Stands up and comes to attention::

MO_Brehgorn says:
::Snaps to attention::

CNS_Toni says:
::At attention::

Host Valar says:
Lieutenant Temal, please step forward and face the crew.

CSO-Temal says:
::Pulse quickens, steps out of line and faces the crew::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Smiles brilliantly for his friend Temal.  Nods to him::

XO_Hicks says:
::Uh oh, fresh meat::

Host Valar says:
::Steps forward:: Lieutenant Temal, due to your strong leadership abilities and unwavering dedication to duties in the service of Starfleet, it is my honor & privilege to assign you to the position of Second Officer. XO Hicks & I have the utmost confidence in your ability to carry out the responsibilities of this post. Congratulations. ::Salutes::

CTO_Marek says:
::Watches CSO Temal::

OPS_Kerst says:
::Claps::

Host Valar says:
::Offers hand::

CMO_Tae says:
::Smiles and claps::

CNS_Toni says:
::Smiles brightly at CSO::

SO_Brehgorn says:
::Claps::

MO_Brehgorn says:
::Claps::

CTO_Marek says:
::Claps and smiles::

CSO-Temal says:
::Shakes hands with the Captain, is filled with pride::

CNS_Toni says:
::Begins to Clap::

EO_Piester says:
::smiles at CSO::

FCO_Sundar says:
::Grins and claps::

CTO_Marek says:
::Shakes hand with the CSO::

Host Valar says:
::Turns and faces the great flag of the United Federation of Planets and salutes::

SO_Brehgorn says:
::Salutes the flag and gets misty eyed::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Faces the UFP flag, stating at attention and salutes::

FCO_Sundar says:
::Looks around the room::

XO_Hicks says:
::Claps for the new Second Officer:: CSO: Welcome to the command staff, Temal.

CSO-Temal says:
::Salutes the flag, is speechless::

CTO_Marek says:
::Stands at attention and salutes::

Host Valar says:
::Claps::

EO_Piester says:
::Claps::

CNS_Toni says:
::Shakes hand of CSO Temal::

CSO-Temal says:
::Gathers himself:: XO: Thank you, Sir.

CTO_Marek says:
CSO: Congratulations, Sir.

Host Valar says:
LtJG. Kerst, LtCmdr. Hicks, Ready Room!  Everyone else, dismissed!

FCO_Sundar says:
::Yes::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Smiles and shakes Temal’s' hand:: Temal: Congratulations, Sir. ::Grins::

MGup says:
::Swaggers up to the bar::

XO_Hicks says:
::Heads for the Ready Room::

SO_Brehgorn says:
::Walks to his new Science Chief:: CSO: Congratulations, Sir.

Host Valar says:
::Exits the Briefing Room and walks to the Ready Room::

FCO_Sundar says:
::Walks out of the Briefing Room::

CTO_Marek says:
::Leaves the Briefing Room::

EO_Piester says:
::Smiles and shakes Temal’s hand:: CSO: Congratulations, Sir.

OPS_Kerst says:
::Waits for everyone else to leave, then follows the CO & XO::

MGup says:
Bartender!!!! Whaddya got dat's cheep??

FCO_Sundar says:
::Goes to his quarters::

CNS_Toni says:
::Leaves Briefing Room::

CSO-Temal says:
::Shakes Randy's hand::  CEO: Thank you.  ::Is still in slight shock and filled with pride::

SO_Brehgorn says:
::Sneaks up behind his wife and startles her::

XO_Hicks says:
::Waits for CO before entering::

Host Valar says:
::Enters the Ready Room and stands waiting for the XO and OPS to enter::

CNS_Toni says:
::Heads for Counselor’s office to prepare for work::

XO_Hicks says:
::Inside the Ready Room at attention::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Smiles:: CSO: You earned it.  ::Laughs::  Now you’re in deep trouble!

OPS_Kerst says:
::Enters Ready Room::

CSO-Temal says:
::Turns and exits the Briefing Room, slowly walks back over to the main science console::

MGup says:
::Sits down on the barstool:: Baaaartendurrr....

Host Valar says:
XO/OPS: Gentlemen, please, have a seat.  ::Motions to the chairs::

CMO_Tae says:
::Walks out of the Briefing Room ::

OPS_Kerst says:
::Sits::

MO_Brehgorn says:
::Tags along behind Kara::

XO_Hicks says:
::Takes a seat in front of the CO's desk::

CTO_Marek says:
::Walks out of Ops and heads for the turbolift::

EO_Piester says:
::Walks out of Briefing Room::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Goes out the door and pauses, out of the way:: *EO Chad* How are things looking down there?

SO_Brehgorn says:
::Heads to his quarters::

CNS_Toni says:
::Enters office walks over to computer console::

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Chad> *CEO* All fine, Sir.

FCO_Sundar says:
::Gets to his quarters and gets dressed into his black joggers and shirt.  Starts punching his punching bag::

CMO_Tae says:
MO: You're off-duty, you know.  You can do whatever you want.  ::Grins::

CSO-Temal says:
::Glances at the console, then heads for the turbolift::

CEO_Corjet says:
*EO Chad* I'll be down in a little while.  Randy, out.

Host Valar says:
Kerst: I have noticed you are distraught over my destroying the alien vessel.  Would you care to talk to me about it?

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: No, Sir!

MO_Brehgorn says:
Kara: I'll be down to Sickbay in a minute because it is required that my husband and I both have a physical.  I'm just going to go get him.

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Chad> ::Looks over the various systems of the station then of the few ships that are docked::

XO_Hicks says:
::Looking over at LtJG. Kerst::

MO_Brehgorn says:
::Heads to her quarters::

SO_Brehgorn says:
::Starts reading a book::

Host Valar says:
Kerst: I am telepathic.  I have “heard” your thoughts, Lieutenant.

CNS_Toni says:
::Computer: Begin reconstruction of Disco Holo Suite, CNS Toni #2:

CEO_Corjet says:
::Enters the turbolift:: Main Engineering.  ::Thinks about his wife again, sighs::

Bartender says:
::Enters from the back room::

CSO-Temal says:
::Orders the turbolift to his quarters::

SO_Brehgorn says:
Computer: One, Amacarian Ale, please.

MGup says:
::Slams hand down::  Where the heck were ya?

FCO_Sundar says:
::Stops punching the bag and gets himself a cold beer and sits down::

EO_Piester says:
::Heads into Main Engineering to finish his scan of the main reactor::

CTO_Marek says:
::Enters turbolift::

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: If I may, uninvited invasion of a persons mind is usually frowned upon, Sir.

Bartender says:
MGup: Sorry, Sir.  Replenishing stock.  What cha have?

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Chad> ::Assigns an engineering team to run a PMSC on the stations PTC's::

CNS_Toni says:
::Walks over to couch where lays a selection of Disco Dresses::

CSO-Temal says:
::Exits turbolift, heads for his quarters::

MO_Brehgorn says:
::Enters the quarters and sees her husband on the bed reading and smiles at him::

Host Valar says:
Kerst: I could not help but hear your thoughts, Lieutenant.  They were quite strong.

MGup says:
Bartender: Whaddya got dat's cheep, barkeep?  Hahheh, I made a rhyme.

CMO_Tae says:
::Sighs and heads towards Sickbay::

CTO_Marek says:
::Leaves the turbolift and heads for his quarters::

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: That may be, but, they were MY thoughts. IF I had wanted you to know them, I would have spoken them!

XO_Hicks says:
::This could get ugly::

Host Valar says:
Kerst: Very well, if you do not wish to talk to me about it, I will go on to the next order of business.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Exits turbolift heads to Main Engineering:: Self: I hope things go well on our next mission.  ::Traces his hand upon the walls of the corridor:: Hmm..

Bartender says:
::Rolls eyes at MGup::

MO_Brehgorn says:
~~~Kara: Thanks~~~

CTO_Marek says:
*CEO* I'm planning to enter Holodeck 3 in ten minutes. See you there?

SO_Brehgorn says:
MO: Well, love, it looks like our arrival was less, eventful than when we came aboard the Triton.

CNS_Toni says:
::Holds up a Red sequined dress in front of her and sways a bit::

Bartender says:
MGup: The cheapest I have is a Terran variety beer.

FCO_Sundar says:
Computer: Play Forgot About Dre and turn the sound all the way up.

CMO_Tae says:
~~~~MO: I'm the Doctor but I'm going to make this quick.~~~~

CSO-Temal says:
*CTO* I heard of you putting together a holo-program today, is this true?  ::Enters his quarters, goes over to the replicator and replicates a type of meat::

CEO_Corjet says:
*CTO* I want to check on something first.  I'll get back to you.

Host Valar says:
Kerst: The reason I have asked you here is to ask you about your lack of Starfleet protocol when addressing XO Hicks and myself.

FCO_Sundar says:
<Computer> ::Starts to play the song on full volume::

MO_Brehgorn says:
SO: Thank God.  We have to go down to Sickbay for our physicals. ::Holds out her hand::

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: Sir?

SO_Brehgorn says:
MO: Now?!?!

MO_Brehgorn says:
~~~~Kara: Thanks~~~~

CMO_Tae says:
::Walks into Sickbay and waits for Tiara::

CTO_Marek says:
*CSO* That's Right, Sir. You are invited to join me there, if you like so, Sir.

MGup says:
Bartender: Beeeeer?  Sounds good to me... just don't leeeerr...  hahheh... wait... that sounds wrong.

Host Valar says:
Kerst: I expect you to address us with the respect we have earned as commanding officers.

MO_Brehgorn says:
SO: Yes, the Doctor is waiting. It'll be over soon.

EO_Piester says:
::Walks into Main Engineering and looks for EO Chad::

CSO-Temal says:
::Picks up the bowl of food, turns around and heads over to Norman's cage::  *CTO* When is this taking place and where?

SO_Brehgorn says:
MO: Okay, just let me finish my beer.  ::Drinks the beer then follows his wife to Sickbay::

Host Valar says:
Kerst: This means "Aye, Sir" or "Negative, Sir"  NOT "Okay".

TO_Corjet says:
::Senses Randy is heading to their quarters and starts there::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Heads back to their quarters::

FCO_Sundar says:
::Finishes his beer and goes back to punching his punching bag, now faster and harder::

Host Valar says:
Kerst: Are we clear on this?

OPS_Kerst says:
CO/XO: Sirs, I must apologize if you think I have ever addressed you without the respect you deserve.

CNS_Toni says:
Computer: Display program stats.  ::Begins reading stats::

MO_Brehgorn says:
::Enters Sickbay with her husband:: CMO: I'll go first if you don't mind.

Bartender says:
MGup: How many have you had already?

CTO_Marek says:
*CSO* It is supposed to begin in ten minutes in Holodeck 3.  I'm waiting for the CEO and TO.
 
OPS_Kerst says:
CO: Sir, yes, Sir.

CSO-Temal says:
::Unlocks the top of the snake's cage and opens it up.  Watches as Norman comes out from under his shelter and eyes him::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Wonders a moment why Julian hasn’t answered his subspace.  Sighs at remembering::

CMO_Tae says:
MO:  Whatever you want.  I just want to get this over with.

Host Valar says:
Kerst: Very well.  Dismissed.  Enjoy your shoreleave.


MO_Brehgorn says:
::Hops up on the bio bed::

TO_Corjet says:
::Enters her quarters and waits for Randy::

EO_Piester says:
EO Chad: It looks pretty quiet in here.  Want to join me in the bar?

FCO_Sundar says:
::Gets two more beers::

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: Sir, yes, Sir.  ::Stands, leaves Ready Room::

SO_Brehgorn says:
CMO: You don't really have to even give me a physical.

CSO-Temal says:
*CTO* All right, I may make plans to join you.  Thank you, Lieutenant.

CMO_Tae says:
::Picks up her tricorder and starts scanning Tiara::

CMO_Tae says:
SO: Yes, I do.

MGup says:
Bartender: None!  I'm just space sick.... Pulled in a haul from the asturoid belt.

CNS_Toni says:
::Computer: Stop program stats.  What is the time now?

Host Valar says:
Hicks: Well, have a great shoreleave, Commander.

SO_Brehgorn says:
::Sighs::

MO_Brehgorn says:
::Waits patiently::

MGup says:
Bartender: Now gimme something to drink... otherwise I'll be sick.

EO_Piester says:
<EO Chad>: I think I would love too after what I have been through.

XO_Hicks says:
CO: Thank you, Sir.  You do the same.

CNS_Toni says:
<Computer > 18:30

MGup says:
Bartender: Hahheh... that one rhymed.  ::Smiles to himself::

XO_Hicks says:
::Exits Ready Room::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Walks to their door, pauses a minute then enters and hugs his wife, still wondering about Julian Lea:: Tasha: Ahkayah!

OPS_Kerst says:
::Enters turbolift:: *CNS* CNS, this is Kerst.  Is there still time for my session?

CTO_Marek says:
*CSO* So I'll will wait for you at the Holodeck 3 entrance in ten minutes, Sir.

Bartender says:
MGup: Gottcha.  ::Reaches for a mug and pours a beer from the tap::

EO_Piester says:
EO Chad:  Then let’s get going.  ::They both walk out of Main Engineering and head for the bar::

CNS_Toni says:
::Wonders if OPS Kerst is finished with the business with the CO::

CSO-Temal says:
::Replaces Norman's old food dish with the fresh one, watches as the snake slithers over and begins devouring the meal, gently strokes his scales::

Host Valar says:
::Updates the staff records before leaving for shoreleave::

TO_Corjet says:
::Smiles and hugs Randy::  Hello, love.

XO_Hicks says:
*CNS* Lt. West, are you still up for flight training?

Bartender says:
::Slides beer along bar to MGup::

CMO_Tae says:
SO: I know that this isn't the best thing in the world.  ::Trails off and smiles::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Smiles:: Tasha: Ahkayah, love you.

MO_Brehgorn says:
CMO: Why so, Smiley?

Host Valar says:
::Gets up and exits the Ready Room, stopping to talk to the relief staff before entering the turbolift::

CSO-Temal says:
*CTO* Acknowledged.  ::Closes and locks Norman's cage, quickly feeds and pets his cats, then exits his quarters::

TO_Corjet says:
::Smiles::

MGup says:
::Watches it go past him and crash on the floor.  Looks back::  You're not gonna charge me for dat, are ya?

SO_Brehgorn says:
::Prepares for his physical::

FCO_Sundar says:
::Finishes his beers, puts on his black sunglasses and leaves his quarters::

CNS_Toni says:
Computer: Locate Lieutenant Kerst.

CMO_Tae says:
MO: Because you're pregnant.  ::Smiles::

Bartender says:
MGup: Yup.

MGup says:
::Sniffles::

TO_Corjet says:
::Wonders about Randy's thoughts for a moment, then starts to read his mind more in depth then usual::

SO_Brehgorn says:
CMO: What!?!?!?!?!

MO_Brehgorn says:
::Eyes bug out of her head:: PARDON?

CEO_Corjet says:
Tasha: Next week were suppose to go to Klingon space and look for another Alien ship.

CTO_Marek says:
*CEO/TO* CSO will join us. I'll be waiting for you all at the Holodeck entrance in ten minutes.

Bartender says:
MGup: You should've caught that.  You owe me the cost of one beer and one glass mug.

Host Valar says:
::Enters turbolift::  Deck 15.

TO_Corjet says:
*CTO* That's fine.

CMO_Tae says:
MO: You are!  Twins!  ::Laughs at their reactions::

CEO_Corjet says:
*CTO* Okay.

OPS_Kerst says:
::Exits turbolift, headed for the CNS office::

EO_Piester says:
::Walks into bar with EO Chad and walks up to the counter:: EO Chad: What will you have?

MO_Brehgorn says:
::Coughs:: CMO: TWINS?!?!?

MGup says:
Bartender: Aw for cryin' out loud!!!  I'm just a hard workin' hauler... youse can't expect me to catch dat.

CNS_Toni says:
OPS: Are you on your way to my office?

OPS_Kerst says:
::Outside CNS office, rings chime::

TO_Corjet says:
::Angry, feeling betrayed:: Randy: What is it with Lea? ::Louder, very angry:: You still love her don't you?!? ::Turns away from Randy for a moment to hide her hurt and anger, feels that he's a bit happy when she mentioned Lea's name, and now starts to feel that he's become very sad but doesn't care::

SO_Brehgorn says:
CMO: Is this some kind of cruel jo...errr  ::Looks at his wife:: Wonderful surprise...hehehe…

Host Valar says:
::Exits turbolift onto the Promenade/Mezzanine and proceeds to the new bar::

CMO_Tae says:
MO: Yes.  Maybe I should check your hearing right now too.

Bartender says:
MGup: You haven't been in my bar, have you?

CSO-Temal says:
::Enters the turbolift and orders it to holodeck three::  *CMO* Do you mind if I schedule an appointment with you in three hours?  My arm has been acting up and is unusually painful.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Lets her go, then looks at her with a blank look on his face and can't say anything::

CMO_Tae says:
SO:  No it isn't.  And don't forget, I'm telepathic. ::Grins::

CMO_Tae says:
*CSO* Go right ahead.

MO_Brehgorn says:
CMO: Are you serious?  Twins?

TO_Corjet says:
::Starts to get even angrier as she knows that he still loves her. Now she starts to feel neglected and being left with Nalis to do everything:: Randy: And what about your work? Your always working! You’re hardly ever home!! You spend no time with Nalis or me! ::Anger rages hotter::

MGup says:
Bartender: Why no.... no I haven't... ::Turns a slight green color::  Better surve me up anodder one of dem beeers.

OPS_Kerst says:
CNS: I'm outside your door.  If you'd open it we could get started.

SO_Brehgorn says:
::Looks down::  Hehehe Self: More telepaths.

Host Valar says:
::Stops to look at the exterior decor of the new bar before entering.  Raises an eyebrow then proceeds inside::

FCO_Sundar says:
::Enters the bar::

CMO_Tae says:
MO: Of course I'm serious!!!

CEO_Corjet says:
::Looks down at the deck, feeling extremely sorry.  He glances up as he feels that Tasha is raging with anger that he's never seen before. Tears of anguish and pain well up in his eyes::

CNS_Toni says:
OPS: Come in.

EO_Piester says:
<EO Chad>:  I'm a sucker for good old beer.

Bartender says:
MGup: I don't think so.  You don't look so good.

TO_Corjet says:
::Anger and frustration boil over, she slaps him, knocking him to the floor, and starts yelling:: Randy: Get out of my room! NOW! ::Anger, neglect and jealousy rage even hotter than ever she yells at the top of her lungs:: Get out! I don't want to see you ever again! OUT! Get your own quarters!

Host Valar says:
::Walks to the bar::  Bartender: Excuse me, do you serve food in this establishment?

CNS_Toni says:
OPS: Please have a seat I'll be right with you.

EO_Piester says:
Bartender: Bartender.  ::Holds credits up to get his attention::

TO_Corjet says:
::Storms out of the room::

Bartender says:
*CMO* Asteroid Bar to Dr. Tae.  We have a possible medical emergency here.

CTO_Marek says:
::Leaves his quarters and goes to the turbolift, dressed as an Earth WWII American Officer::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Lays there, feeling his heart has been wrenched from his guts. Feeling he's lost his beloved son... Lost his beloved Ahkayah, his wife, his life.  He's lost everything.  He starts crying from his soul, tears of anguish and pain flow from his eyes like a river as he moans and sobs.  He cries out: "Ahkayah! Nalis!" over and over::

FCO_Sundar says:
::Goes to the bartender:: Hey, I’ll have a shot of vodka.

OPS_Kerst says:
::Enters CNS office:: CNS: Sorry, the Captain, wanted to talk to me.

SO_Brehgorn says:
::Puts his hands on Tiara's shoulder:: MO: Well???

CEO_Corjet says:
::Sobbing and crying hard:: Tasha: Ahkayah!!!

CNS_Toni says:
*XO* I have a meeting right now.  I will let you know when I can come for that simulation.  Is that all right?

TO_Corjet says:
::Hears Randy and terminates their link then gasps as she feels like a part of her has been taken away::

Host Valar says:
::Looks at MGup::  What seems to be the problem?

CMO_Tae says:
*Bartender*  Aw geez.....I'm off-duty!  Isn't there some way to prevent it?  You did say "possible", right?

MGup says:
::Coughs::

XO_Hicks says:
*CNS* Very well, I'll be somewhere.

MO_Brehgorn says:
SO: Well what? I'm pregnant.

Bartender says:
*CMO* Got a man here turning green in the gills.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Falls on his face feeling that she’s broken their link of love:: Tasha: No!!

MGup says:
Valar: No problem there sweetheart.... just tryin' to get me a drink...

FCO_Sundar says:
Bartender: I’ll have a shot of vodka.

CSO-Temal says:
::Walks up to holodeck three, locates the CTO::  CTO: Where are the TO and CEO?

SO_Brehgorn says:
MO: Well...are you happy?

MGup says:
::Hacks up a lung... stinky breath::

EO_Piester says:
Bartender: Bartender:: Looks to EO Chad:: Service is lousy as usual.

Bartender says:
FCO: One tequila, coming up.  ::Grabs a shot glass::

CMO_Tae says:
::Grumbles:: *Bartender*  Be there in a minute.

TO_Corjet says:
::Looks at her hands and sees them trembling uncontrollably then remembers that she has to meet Marek::

Host Valar says:
MGup: You do not look well.  Perhaps you should go to the station’s Infirmary?

CNS_Toni says:
OPS: You sounded kind of distraught when you requested to see me, how can I help you today?

MO_Brehgorn says:
SO: Of course I'm happy, but you aren’t.  ::Sadly looks down::

CTO_Marek says:
*CSO* Sir, I really don't know.  They are supposed to meet us at Holodeck 3.

Bartender says:
::Grabs the tequila bottle, spins it, then pours::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Cries his eyes out, feeling extremely sad:: Self: Where’s Nalis?

SO_Brehgorn says:
::Lifts Tiara's chin:: Of course I'm happy.  Just a little...shocked.

TO_Corjet says:
::Enters turbolift:: Holodeck 3.

EO_Piester says:
::Waves credits in air to get the bartender to notice::

OPS_Kerst says:
CNS: Well, much to my disappointment, I haven't been coping to well with the murder of those aliens.

Bartender says:
::Flips bottle over shoulder then replaces it::

TO_Corjet says:
::Takes a deep breath to calm herself::

MGup says:
::Holds out his shaky hand::  Would ya care to guide me there, lovely?

CMO_Tae says:
MO/SO: Um...I have to go.  You can stay here if you want.  Let me know if you need anything.  ::Grabs a medical kit and heads towards the bar::

CSO-Temal says:
CTO: I'll go to their quarters, they're probably there.  ::Walks over heading for the Corjet's quarters::

CTO_Marek says:
Computer: Locate TO Corjet and CEO Corjet.

MO_Brehgorn says:
::Smiles at her husband:: SO: I'm shocked too.

MO_Brehgorn says:
CMO: Thanks.

Sundar says:
::Good bartender ::

XO_Hicks says:
::Heads for the Promenade::

Bartender says:
FCO: Here you go.

SO_Brehgorn says:
CMO: Yeah...

CNS_Toni says:
OPS:  I read your report.  I see you are not handling it very well.  Tell me how you feel about it.

Sundar says:
Bartender: Thanks and good job.

EO_Piester says:
Bartender: Bartender!

Host Valar says:
::Is taken aback by MGup's advance::  MGup: I can have a security officer escort you if you wish.

SO_Brehgorn says:
MO: Lets head to our quarters.

CTO_Marek says:
<Computer> CEO Corjet is in his quarters. TO Corjet is in a turbolift heading for Holodeck 3.

Sundar says:
::Takes his drink::

CSO-Temal says:
::Enters a turbolift and directs it for the Corjet's quarters::

TO_Corjet says:
::The turbolift stops and Tasha gets out and sees CTO:: Marek: Hello, Sir.  Sorry I'm a little late.

Bartender says:
EO: Yes, Sir!  What cha have?

MGup says:
::Coughs::  CO: Surry...I don't bite a bit...

CMO_Tae says:
::Walks into the bar:: Bartender: You called?

OPS_Kerst says:
CNS: Angry, upset, guilty, frustrated, distraught.  You name it!

MGup says:
CO: Mit be a little lonely fer companionship...that's a certain.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Sobbing hard, he gets up and wipes his tears of pain and sorrow away, but they keep coming back.  Goes to their bedroom.  Picks up Nalis:: Nalis: My son.. ::Cries harder than ever, so hard that everyone can sense his pain and suffering:: She's gone....

EO_Piester says:
Bartender: Get me a beer for EO Chad here and I'll have a Jack'nCoke hold the Coke, please.

Sundar says:
::Takes it down and goes to the pool table::

Bartender says:
::Sees the CMO enter and points to MGup and the CO::

SO_Brehgorn says:
::Takes Tiara's hand and starts heading toward their quarters::

TO_Corjet says:
::Tasha blocks out her mind to everyone and tries not to hear Randy or feel him::

CTO_Marek says:
TO: Don't worry, Tasha.  We must wait for CEO and CSO.

CNS_Toni says:
OPS: Well, lets first talk about your anger, what about it makes you angry?

MO_Brehgorn says:
::Follows SO to their quarters::

TO_Corjet says:
CTO: I don't know if Randy is coming anymore.  You may want to double check on that.

CSO-Temal says:
::Begins picking up strong emotional vibrations, is disturbed since he is only half telepathic, exits the turbolift and walks a little quicker for the Corjet's quarters::

CMO_Tae says:
::Goes over to MGup::

Sundar says:
::Sets up the balls on the pool table::

SO_Brehgorn says:
MO: Can I name one of them?

XO_Hicks says:
::Sees the CO speaking with someone::

CTO_Marek says:
TO: Trouble, Tasha?

Bartender says:
::Pours a beer and a Jack and Coke, serves them to the EO’s::

Host Valar says:
::Turns to the bartender and again asks:: Excuse me, do you serve food in this establishment?

CSO-Temal says:
::Stops in front of the Corjet's quarters, rings the door chime::

MGup says:
::Sees the CMO:: Weeeell... seems dis station is fulla lassies.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Takes a few things and exits what use to be his home, mumbling and sobbing, trying to make his way to Ops::

OPS_Kerst says:
CNS: I am angry that the CO killed those innocent aliens. I am angry that she was just following orders. I am angry because I didn't stop her. I'm angry because I am angry.

TO_Corjet says:
::Mumbles something:: CTO: Well....

CMO_Tae says:
MGup: Sorry, this one's taken.  ::Opens her med kit and scans him with a tricorder ::

EO_Piester says:
Bartender: Thanks.  ::Throw a couple credits down for tips and hands the beer to EO Chad::

MO_Brehgorn says:
SO: Silly, they aren’t puppies.  Of course you can.

Sundar says:
::Hears Valar’s question::  Bartender give her some chicken wings. ::Grins::

CTO_Marek says:
TO:: Well, that's a shame.  Did you receive my memo containing the Holodeck program description?

CSO-Temal says:
::Steps back as the CEO exits.  Notices his face is wet and red::  CEO: Randy!  What happened?!  ::Is shocked::

XO_Hicks says:
CO: Hello Commander, may I join you?

Bartender says:
CO: That we do, ma'am.  I have a short-order cook in the back that can whip up the best soufflé in three quadrants.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Falls to the floor, pain and sorrow tearing at his Pagh, still holds Nalis.::

TO_Corjet says:
::Tries to hide all expressions from her face as she feels Randy yet again and makes a greater attempt to block him out, trying to ignore her own pain at the same time::

Host Valar says:
::Looks at Hicks::  Of course.

SO_Brehgorn says:
MO: They aren't puppies??? ::Puts on a fake surprised face::

CNS_Toni says:
OPS: Do you think that the CO had any other choices that could have made you happier?

MGup says:
::Hacks up a lung on the bar::

EO_Piester says:
EO Chad: So do you want to bet before Sundar hits on a woman and gets slapped?

MO_Brehgorn says:
SO: Love you.  ::Giggles::

MGup says:
::Wipes it up with his sleeve and looks at the bartender::  Ahm, surry ‘bout that.

TO_Corjet says:
CTO: I'm not sure.... oh, yes I did.

CTO_Marek says:
::Notices that Tasha isn't in a very good mood::

Host Valar says:
Bartender: Very well.  I will try the soufflé.  Please bring it to my table.

CMO_Tae says:
::Checks her readings and steps back slightly ::  Self: Oh this is just great!

Bartender says:
MGup: Don't worry.  I'll clean that up.

SO_Brehgorn says:
MO: Let's just have a quiet night, okay?

EO_Piester says:
<EO Chad> ::Laughs:: I give him 10 minutes.

Bartender says:
CO: What would you like in it?

CEO_Corjet says:
::Looks up but can hardly make out who’s there.  His voice filled with pain and suffering:: ALL: She told me to leave.

OPS_Kerst says:
CNS: I don't know.  If I hadn't suggested that EM pulse, the ship could have landed on its own. As it was, the best case would have been a crash landing on the planet.

Bartender says:
CO: And may I get you a drink while you wait?

Sundar says:
::Starts to look around for a nice looking female::

CSO-Temal says:
::Breaks Randy's fall, makes sure the baby is safe::  CEO: What happened here?  Do you need to go to Sickbay?

Host Valar says:
::Looks at MGup and then at the CMO:: CMO: Can you give him something to counteract the affects of the alcohol?

MGup says:
Bartender: Now...  I'm feelin' particu...  partcul..  parlicu..  ahhh.. I'm feelin' really sick...  gimme a drink I say!

Sundar says:
::Takes a shot and sinks 2 balls::

EO_Piester says:
EO Chad: I think more like 7.5 minutes.

CMO_Tae says:
CO: It isn't the alcohol, Sir.

CNS_Toni says:
OPS: Now, what makes you feel so guilty about the situation?

Bartender says:
MGup: Sorry, Sir, not until the Doctor clears you.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Finally recognizes Temal:: CSO: No, I have to get my own quarters.  ::Mumbles and sighs:: She broke our link..

MO_Brehgorn says:
SO: Yes, let's stay in our quarters tonight.

Sundar says:
::Thinks: Ya, I am so good at pool::

EO_Piester says:
<EO Chad> It's a deal!  ::Shakes hands with Piester::

Bartender says:
CMO: Not to be too pretentious, but can you take him to the infirmary?

CTO_Marek says:
TO: I realize this is serious. Would you like to talk about it while we wait for CSO?

Bartender says:
::Takes the soufflé order to the chef::

Host Valar says:
Bartender: I will have a glass of juice.

MGup says:
Bartender: Are you sayin' you don't want my company?

Sundar says:
::Sees a very good-looking girl at the far table::

CMO_Tae says:
Bartender: By walking?  Not a good idea.

XO_Hicks says:
CO: Thank you.

Sundar says:
::Hummm::

Bartender says:
CO: What kind?

SO_Brehgorn says:
::Enters quarters:: MO: I'm glad I dodged that physical.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Cries hard and tries to talk:: CSO: Can….Can…. ::Moans with grief:: Help..

CSO-Temal says:
::Understands, takes a moment and lets it sink in::  CEO: Oh.....I see.  You and Tasha had a fight.  ::Tries to stay relaxed::  I'm sure she didn't mean it, she was just blowing off some steam.

Host Valar says:
CMO: What is wrong with him?

EO_Piester says:
::Notices Sundar’s open mouth::

OPS_Kerst says:
CNS: If I hadn't suggested firing that pulse, the ship wouldn't have lost power as it was trying to land. Those lives could have been saved.

Host Valar says:
Bartender: Orange juice will suffice.

TO_Corjet says:
::Tries not to show any emotion:: CTO: No, thank you, I don't exactly feel up to that right now.

CMO_Tae says:
CO: Andorian fever.

MO_Brehgorn says:
SO: Hey, yeah.  ::Gets out her tricorder::

Host Valar says:
CMO: Can you get him to the Infirmary?

CNS_Toni says:
OPS:  Are you sure that is what would have happened?

Bartender says:
::Grabs a large juice glass and goes to the OJ dispenser::

XO_Hicks says:
CO: So, what are we having tonight?

Sundar says:
::thinks for a min and takes another shot @ the pool balls ::

SO_Brehgorn says:
MO: Doh!

Host Valar says:
XO: I am going to try the soufflé.

Bartender says:
::Presses the button and fills the glass with OJ::

CSO-Temal says:
::Sighs, knows Tasha and Randy still love each other, wonders how he can convince them of it, leans down and helps Randy up::  CEO: It's okay, everything will be fine.

CMO_Tae says:
CO: By walking?  That isn't a good idea, Sir.  It's highly contagious.

Sundar says:
::Man, am I going to miss these days::

MO_Brehgorn says:
::Scans you quickly::  All normal.  ::Smiles:: Or as normal as you get.

EO_Piester says:
EO Chad: So what have you been up to lately besides Engineering?

CTO_Marek says:
TO: Would you like to postpone this Holodeck session?  That won't be a problem for me.

OPS_Kerst says:
CNS: No, maybe it still would have crash-landed, but I took away all those other options.  I set its destiny.

SO_Brehgorn says:
MO: Hey now!

MGup says:
::Stands up::  Now I think that.. ::Cough, hack:: .... I dunno what I think...

Host Valar says:
CMO: I will have him beamed directly to the infirmary.

TO_Corjet says:
::Sits down on the floor and holds her stomach like she did as a child when she was deeply upset::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Feels emptiness at the mention of her name, feels alone even though his son is with him, remembers his duties and concentrates:: CSO: I just need to get some quarters for now.. ::His mind drifts::  I hope so.

EO_Piester says:
<EO Chad> EO Piester: Nothing too much, just pretty much working in Main Engineering.

TO_Corjet says:
::Looks at CTO:: CTO: No, maybe it'll get my mind clear.  ::Hopes it will::

CMO_Tae says:
CO: Thank you.

Bartender says:
CO: Here you go, ma'am.

CNS_Toni says:
OPS: So, you are saying that this all is your fault?  Weren't there other officers involved in the decision process also?

Host Valar says:
CMO: Please stand next to him and I will have them beam both of you to the Infirmary.

XO_Hicks says:
Bartender: Is it possible for me to get a T-bone steak and eggs with a cherry ginger ale?

MO_Brehgorn says:
SO: Just kidding, love.

CSO-Temal says:
*CMO* Kara, are you busy at the moment?  ::Keeps one arm around Randy and Nalis, making sure they don't collapse again::

Sundar says:
::Puts his pool cue down:: Computer play Tony Bennett “Stepping Out With My Baby”.

CMO_Tae says:
::Closes her med kit and stands next to MGup::

CTO_Marek says:
::Stares at Tasha:: TO: Come, Tasha.  I'm not good as the Counselor, but talking about it may make you feel better.

MGup says:
Valar: My... aren't you da decisive one...?

MGup says:
Valar: What's yur name anyways...?

Sundar says:
<Computer > ::Starts to play the song::

SO_Brehgorn says:
MO: Do you think they'll be boys, girls or one of each?

EO_Piester says:
EO Chad: I've noticed that.  You've been pretty busy down there.

CMO_Tae says:
*CSO*  At this very moment, yes.  Why?  What's wrong?

CEO_Corjet says:
::Wipes his face from the rivers of tears. ::CSO: Will you help me get some quarters?  ::Cries hard and sobs, starts to fall, leans against the CSO::

TO_Corjet says:
::Looks up at Marek::  CTO: Marek, okay.  ::Bites her lip to stop the tears::

Host Valar says:
*Ops* Valar to Ops.  Two to beam directly to the Infirmary.  Lock onto the CMO's comm badge and energize!

MO_Brehgorn says:
SO: I forgot to ask.

CNS_Toni says:
:;Looks at OPS Kerst, raising an eyebrow::

Sundar says:
::Starts to walk to the good-looking girl::

OPS_Kerst says:
CNS: If I hadn't suggested it when I did, it wouldn't have happened. If someone thought of it later it would have been too late as the ship would have been too far into the landing sequence to risk cutting its power.

Host Valar says:
<Ops> *CO* Aye, Sir.

EO_Piester says:
<EO Chad>EO Piester: It's my job, Sir and I love it.

CSO-Temal says:
::Keeps Randy up::  *CMO* Randy and Tasha have had a fight.  As soon as possible I need to speak with you.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Cries out in sorrow, agony:: TASHA!!!!!

EO_Piester says:
EO Chad: Who doesn't Chad, who doesn't.

CTO_Marek says:
TO: Would you like to go and sit somewhere?

MO_Brehgorn says:
*CMO* I forgot to ask, are they boys or girls and how long have I been pregnant?

MGup says:
::In the Infirmary::  Wha?  ohhhh.... I wanna drink!

CMO_Tae says:
::Eyes widen::  *CSO*  Okay.

SO_Brehgorn says:
MO: No!!!!

Host Valar says:
::Looks at Hicks and shakes her head::

SO_Brehgorn says:
MO: Never tell me!!!!

CSO-Temal says:
CEO: Shhh, don't worry, I'll help you.  Let's go arrange for some quarters.  ::Walks slowly with Randy::

Host Valar says:
XO: Shall we take a seat?

TO_Corjet says:
::Feels her heart rip in two the moment Randy cries out and can't take it anymore.  She collapses on the floor and bursts into tears::

EO_Piester says:
::Motions to bartender to come to him::

MO_Brehgorn says:
*CMO* No, don't tell me!

CMO_Tae says:
::Lays MGup on the biobed::  MGup: No drinks.

Bartender says:
::Notices the soufflé is done::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Forces Nalis into the CSO's arms and collapses on the deck::

MGup says:
::Plunks down on the biobed::  As youuuu command.

CNS_Toni says:
OPS: If you had not suggested it, another suggestion would have been made.  Then how can anyone be sure that that one would not have resulted in the same thing or the destruction of the Cutlass?

XO_Hicks says:
Bartender: Did you get my order?

Host Valar says:
::Walks over to an empty table and sits down::

Bartender says:
::Takes the soufflé to the CO's table::

XO_Hicks says:
::Follows the CO to the table::

SO_Brehgorn says:
MO: Sorry, love, I'm just a little superstitious about that kind of stuff.

Sundar says:
::Walks up to her table:: Hello.

Host Valar says:
Bartender: Ahhh.....thank you, it looks delicious.

MO_Brehgorn says:
*CMO* Tell me how long I've been pregnant and that’s it.

CTO_Marek says:
TO: Tasha, are you all right?  ::Watches the TO’s face::

Bartender says:
XO: Anything for you, Sir?

CMO_Tae says:
::Takes a hypo and injects MGup::  MGup: You have to stay here for a while.

EO_Piester says:
::Looks for the bartender::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Cries and moans in total sadness, totally agony, feeling pain like never before::

CSO-Temal says:
CEO: Randy, just look at how much you and Tasha love each other, nothing shows it more then the child you are holding in your arms.  When anyone thinks of true love, they look to you and Tasha.  You two are inseparable.

Sundar says:
<Girl> Hello.  ::Looks at her drink::

SO_Brehgorn says:
MO: I think she may still be busy, love.

CNS_Toni says:
OPS: What else do you feel at this point?

Bartender says:
EO: Be with you in a minute.

MO_Brehgorn says:
SO: It's okay.

XO_Hicks says:
Bartender: T-bone steak and eggs with a cherry ginger ale.

Host Valar says:
::Picks up her napkin and lays it on her lap.  Picks up the fork and begins to eat::

TO_Corjet says:
::Tries to take a deep breath and calm down, but knows it's impossible:: CTO: NO!

OPS_Kerst says:
CNS: No, it was starting to land, I missed it.  If I had seen that I wouldn't have suggested it.  I would have let it land or hoped the Away Team could gain control.

EO_Piester says:
<EO Chad> ::Pokes Piester:: Looks like I'm going to win.

Bartender says:
XO: Right-O.

MO_Brehgorn says:
SO: That’s okay, she'll get back to me.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Moans while crying:: CSO: She.. ::Sobs:: She.. ::Cries:: Broke the link!

CMO_Tae says:
::Sighs::  *CSO*  Okay...I'm done.  Where are you?

CTO_Marek says:
TO: Okay, let it out.

Bartender says:
Cook: Hey Chappy!  Cook up a cow and a chicken's kid!

CSO-Temal says:
::Tries his best to use his own telepathic abilities to let Randy know he is there and he'll stick with him through the whole ordeal::

Host Valar says:
XO: So, Hicks.  What do you think of our upcoming assignment?

MO_Brehgorn says:
::Enters her quarters with her husband and lies down on the bed::

Sundar says:
::Stops and thinks for a minute then walks out of the bar::

TO_Corjet says:
::Cries for about 20 minutes straight feeling completely empty::

OPS_Kerst says:
CNS: I feel remorse.

CTO_Marek says:
::In a very cold Vulcan way:: TO: Describe your problem.

XO_Hicks says:
CO: I'm looking forward to it.

CNS_Toni says:
OPS: But you had to do your job, right? And that consisted of helping the Captain do her duty right?

CSO-Temal says:
*CMO* We're still near the Corjet's quarters, please hurry.

Sundar says:
::What was I thinking?  I can’t do that anymore::

SO_Brehgorn says:
MO: Aahhh....these quarters are much nicer than the rat mazes we had on the Triton.

Host Valar says:
XO: Yes, but I wish we had a bigger ship than the Cutlass for this assignment.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Prays to The Prophets asking them to help bring her back since they led them to each other.  Feels something::

CMO_Tae says:
::Rushes out of Sickbay::

EO_Piester says:
<EO Chad> ::Wonders what Sundar is doing::

CNS_Toni says:
OPS:  We all feel remorse at not being able to meet a new species.

OPS_Kerst says:
CNS: And doing my duty helped her slaughter thousands of innocent civilians.

TO_Corjet says:
CTO: I lost my husband!

Sundar says:
::Goes to his quarters::

Sundar says:
::Leaves the bar::

MO_Brehgorn says:
SO: I know.  ::Giggles::

XO_Hicks says:
CO: Let's hit up Ferrone for a Sovereign Class.

Host Valar says:
XO: SF Command has made some sort of deal with the Klingon Ambassador, however I do not trust the Klingons to keep their end of the deal.  Whatever that is.

SO_Brehgorn says:
MO: I guess we ought to.

EO_Piester says:
EO Chad: Looks like we both lost our bet.

CMO_Tae says:
::Heads towards the Corjet's quarters::

Bartender says:
::Makes the cherry ginger ale::

Host Valar says:
XO: Sovereign?  I was hoping more for an Intrepid.

CNS_Toni says:
OPS: No one regrets this more than the Captain, I'm sure, but who are we really to second guess how this could have come out?  They could have truly been enemies to us.

SO_Brehgorn says:
::Puts on some mellow music::

XO_Hicks says:
CO: I just believe in more bang-for-the-buck.

TO_Corjet says:
::Tries to think clearly::

MO_Brehgorn says:
SO: Ought to what?

EO_Piester says:
::Starting to get impatient over this bartender::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Continues to cry, then tries to call his wife, whispers:: Self: Tasha?  ::Cries harder:: Ahkayah?!?

CTO_Marek says:
TO: Tasha, you know that after having the first child comes a difficult time for any recently married couple, Tasha.

SO_Brehgorn says:
MO: Sleep???

OPS_Kerst says:
CNS: So that's what we've come to: Shoot first, if they survive, ask them to be friends!

CMO_Tae says:
::Turns around the corner and sees Randy and Temal::

Host Valar says:
XO: Sovereign is too big.  Intrepid is just right for what we'll need.

CSO-Temal says:
::Still trying to calm Randy down::  CEO: I've known you for a long time and Tasha too.  Ever since I first saw you two together I knew you were helplessly in love.  You'll both pull through this.  These things happen, but your love will endure.

CNS_Toni says:
OPS: It is not like you personally murdered them.  You have to realize, sometimes lives are lost that cannot be controlled by any one.

Sundar says:
::Enters his quarters::  Computer play Sweet Home Alabama, full volume.

Bartender says:
::Brings the ginger ale to the XO::

Host Valar says:
XO: Quantum torpedoes, bio-neural circuitry.

Bartender says:
::Sees the steak and eggs are done::

TO_Corjet says:
::Looks at Marek:: CTO: That's not it!  I can feel it, he still loves Lea.

XO_Hicks says:
CO: Like I say all the time, you’re the boss.

CSO-Temal says:
::Sees Kara:: CMO: Kara, good!

OPS_Kerst says:
CNS: But I did nothing to save them either, I just stood by and watched them die.

Host Valar says:
::Eats her soufflé::

CNS_Toni says:
::Walks over to OPS, places hand on his shoulder::

XO_Hicks says:
Bartender: Thank you.

Bartender says:
::Brings the dish to the XO::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Gets up and wipes his face although tears of pain continue to fall:: CSO: I hope so.

Bartender says:
::Goes to the EO’s::

CTO_Marek says:
TO: I know that what is between you and Randy could be considered a real and honest love.

CMO_Tae says:
::Walks over to Randy and Temal::

MO_Brehgorn says:
SO: How can I sleep now?  I just found out I'm having twins.

Host Valar says:
XO: Tactically, an Intrepid would be the wiser choice, in my opinion.

Bartender says:
EO: Anything else, Sir?

OPS_Kerst says:
::Looks into those green eyes::

CSO-Temal says:
CEO: Don't worry, Kara and I will be with you two every step of the way.  ::Smiles::

SO_Brehgorn says:
MO: Errrr...ok...

CTO_Marek says:
TO: Now, be completely honest and tell me, do you really feel what you are telling to me.

EO_Piester says:
::Bends over the bar and whispers to Bartender::  You got any of that good stuff...you know illegal?  ::Gulps::

Host Valar says:
XO: However, it is useless to even think about requesting another ship.  You know how those Starfleet brass are about resources.

Sundar says:
::Starts to punch his punching bag::

TO_Corjet says:
::The tears start to come faster as she thinks of her love for Randy::

CNS_Toni says:
OPS: I was maneuvering the ship, I could have just as easily flown it in another direction and evaded the Captain’s direction so her aim would have been odd and the torpedoes could have missed the ship, but I did as I was ordered, how do you think I feel?

XO_Hicks says:
CO: I can see your point.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Sees Tae come, tries his best to stop crying.  Manages a bit. Still sobs::

Bartender says:
Piester: This is a legit bar!  Nothing illegal here!

Sundar says:
::Punches his punching bag so hard that he breaks it::

Host Valar says:
::Takes the last bite of her soufflé and dabs her mouth with the napkin::

EO_Piester says:
Bartender:  Not even anything from Romulan?

CEO_Corjet says:
::Looks to Temal, reaching for his son::

CMO_Tae says:
CEO:  It's okay to cry.  Don't stop just because I'm here.

CSO-Temal says:
CEO: Do you want Kara or I to hold Nalis?

OPS_Kerst says:
::Still staring into those green eyes:: CNS: So you are as guilty as I am.

CTO_Marek says:
::Again:: TO: Do you really feel what you are telling me?

MO_Brehgorn says:
::Starts to unpack::

Sundar says:
::Mumbles some things and gets a beer ::

Bartender says:
Piester: No, I don't have Romulan Ale.

Host Valar says:
::Picks up the glass of orange juice and takes a drink::

SO_Brehgorn says:
::Helps Tiara unpack::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Cries again:: CSO: I want him.  ::Sobs:: I need him.

Bartender says:
CO: Commander?

EO_Piester says:
Bartender: So close to Romulan space and nothing from Romulan?

TO_Corjet says:
::Can't answer Marek::

Host Valar says:
Bartender: Yes, what is it?

TO_Corjet says:
::Stands up::

CNS_Toni says:
OPS: I am a Starfleet Officer and I realize that I cannot be personal about things that have to be done when given a direct order.  That is just the way I have accepted my position and you should to.

Sundar says:
::Falls back on his couch and listens to Sweet Home Alabama with his beer in his hand::

XO_Hicks says:
::Thoroughly enjoying his dinner::

TO_Corjet says:
CTO: I think….  ::Tasha tries to stop crying::  I think I should be alone for a bit.

CSO-Temal says:
::Soothingly::  CEO: Okay and don't worry, we'll give you each some time to cool down.  Maybe you just needed some personal time alone.

Bartender says:
CO: Romulan ale is still illegal on this side of the neutral zone, right?

CMO_Tae says:
::Puts her hand on Randy's back and tries to help him calm down::

Host Valar says:
Bartender: I believe it is now legal.

Sundar says:
::Kicks off his shoes::

CNS_Toni says:
OPS:  We all have an emotional side, but we are here to do our best duty and we have to learn to trust our leader.

CSO-Temal says:
CMO: You know Tasha the best.  Why don't you go talk with her?

Host Valar says:
::Looks over at the bar and notices several of the crew having a good time::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Sighs, stops crying, still sobs:: CSO: You’re probably right. ::Manages a small smile for the CMO::

Host Valar says:
XO: How is your steak?

CSO-Temal says:
CEO: Until then, we'll arrange for some temporary quarters.  ::Smiles::

CMO_Tae says:
CSO: I'll have to find her first.

CTO_Marek says:
TO: Tasha listen to me very carefully.  Don't make any rush decisions about this, okay? That's an order. Lt Corjet.  Understand?  ::Puts a hand over Tasha’s shoulder::

MO_Brehgorn says:
::Takes out her wedding dress and smiles at the memory then puts it away in the closet::

Bartender says:
CO: Oh, well, could you requisition two cases for me?

CNS_Toni says:
::Smiles at OPS Kerst::

OPS_Kerst says:
CNS: But as Starfleet officers do we not have a higher duty than blindly following orders?  "I was only following orders" has been used to defend infinite war crimes through out the ages. Are we not supposed to be above that?  To evaluate those orders and decided for ourselves?

XO_Hicks says:
CO: Just the way I like it, thank you.

Host James says:
=/\=/\=/\= End Kootenai Station Mission =/\=/\=/\=
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